Introduction
In the predawn hours of 23 September 2009, one of the largest and most intense dust storms in Australian recorded history reached Sydney, leaving residents to wake up to an event dubbed "Red Dawn" by the media. To date, approximately 20 studies have been published on this particular event and a series of smaller dust storms that occurred throughout the month of September 2009. These papers have explored a range of dust-related research areas such as respiratory health and air quality [Holyoak et al., 2011; Jayaratne et al., 2011; Barnett et al., 2012; Merrifield et al., 2013; Aryal et al., 2015] , economic and aviation disruption [Tozer, 2012; Baddock et al., 2013; Tozer and Leys, 2013] , aerosol remote sensing [Li et al., 2010; Tramutoli et al., 2010; Jones and Christopher, 2011; De Deckker et al., 2014] , airflow modeling [Gunawardena et al., 2013] , receptor site sampling and meteorology [Leys et al., 2011; McGowan and Soderholm, 2012] , marine biology [Hallegraeff et al., 2014; Gabric et al., 2015] , and geochemistry Radhi et al., 2010; Aryal et al., 2012; Gunawardena et al., 2013; De Deckker et al., 2014; Reynolds et al., 2014] . In contributing across a suite of geoscientific and environmental topics, these studies demonstrate the wide areas in which mineral dust has emerged as an important study area in Earth system science [Shao et al., 2011; Bryant, 2013] . This group of Australian studies-and others like them that characterize the impact of dust on human and environmental health around the world [Shao et al., 2011; Goudie, 2014] -highlights the significance of improving our understanding of the sources of dust events, as well as the paths they take to reach affected receptor sites.
The Red Dawn event was the largest in a decade of heightened dust activity which was associated with a prolonged period of drought in Australia, known as the Millennium Drought [Verdon-Kidd and Kiem, 2009; Ummenhofer et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2010; Cai et al., 2014; O'Loingsigh et al., 2015a] . While in terms of long-term rainfall deficit the Millennium Drought persisted from 1997 to 2010 [Timbal and Fawcett, 2013; Verdon-Kidd et al., 2014] , meteorological observation records indicate that the period of enhanced dust activity had a later onset and occurred between 2000 [O'Loingsigh et al., 2015a . The majority of research undertaken on the Australian dust events during the Millennium Drought has tended to focus on particular aspects of individual dust storms that occurred within the decade [e.g., McGowan and Clark, 2008b] . Often these studies have not provided specific detail on the sources of dust emission, with the source of entrained sediment at best usually broadly attributed to the Lake Eyre Basin (LEB) (Figure 1 ), a 1.2 × 10 6 km 2 region of central Australia with a diverse range of geomorphic surfaces, recognized as one of the most significant dust source regions in the Southern Hemisphere [Prospero et al., 2002; Washington et al., 2003] , with hundreds of discrete dust source locations within it [Bullard et al., 2008; Baddock et al., 2009; O'Loingsigh, 2009] . Studies which have provided more detailed information on source locations, for instance Leys et al. [2011] and De Deckker et al. [2014] in the case of the Red Dawn dust storm, in turn have not always offered a full picture of the transport pathways taken by dust from its sources. The focus of the majority of the Millennium Drought-based studies has in fact been on the arrival of suspended dust at different receptor sites and its subsequent sampling at some of these sites [e.g., Chan et al., 2005; De Deckker et al., 2014] . The most prominent drawback of these works is the absence of a clear methodology to determine where the detected dust came from. Few studies have linked precise arrival times of dust during the Millennium Drought to sources using air-parcel modeling, in the way, for instance, Gunawardena et al. [2013] linked dust detected in southern Queensland to a southern LEB source region in September 2009.
Air-parcel trajectory modeling is a well-developed technique to link dust arriving at receptor sites to its upwind source or sources, where most studies analyzing trajectories generally focus on single or relatively few dust events [e.g., Radhi et al., 2010; Gunawardena et al., 2013] . Studies using air-parcel trajectory modeling have offered considerable insights into facets of Australian dust transport [McGowan et al., 2000; Bui et al., 2015] . One major study by McGowan and Clarke [2008a] featured the analysis of air-parcel trajectories departing from a point 500 m above an assumed Lake Eyre source on a daily basis at 12:00 for the entire period of 1980 to 2000. While successfully providing a decadal-scale climatology of potential dust transport pathways, a limitation of this work is that it did not discriminate between dusty and nondusty air trajectories [see also Neff and Bertler, 2015] . Other authors have been more selective in creating dust-only air parcel climatologies for studies of dust arriving in China [Zhang et al., 2008] ; Iraq, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia [Draxler et al., 2001; Notaro et al., 2013] ; Spain [Escudero et al., 2005 [Escudero et al., , 2006 ; Greece [Kaskaoutis et al., 2010] ; or Iran [Givehchi et al., 2013] , but no dust observation-led study has ever been conducted for the Australian continent.
Critical for our understanding of Australian dust dynamics is that between the numerous case studies of individual dust events at one end, and the multiyear nondust-specific climatology of McGowan and Clark [2008a] at the other, a knowledge gap regarding the characteristic transport pathways exists. With the absence of a systematic air trajectory study led by known dust observations, the precise role of the Lake Eyre Basin source in providing dust to the heavily populated Australian east coast remains uncertain.
Our paper addresses this knowledge gap by conducting the first long-term, dust-specific air parcel trajectory study for the Australian continent. In achieving this, we present one of the first continental-scale, spatiotemporal trajectory climatology studies that are specifically constrained by the presence of dust, as led by subdaily dust observations. By cross-referencing the modeled trajectories with known dust source regions in and around the Lake Eyre Basin, one of the Southern Hemisphere's most intense dust emission regions, we aim to characterize the contributing source/s as well as the transport routes of dust affecting the east coast. In doing so, this paper aims to address aspects of both dust raising and its subsequent transport, two fundamental phases of the Australian continental-scale dust cycle, during one of Australia's driest decades.
Data and Methods

Temporal and Spatial Identification of Dust Storms: The Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Approach
We selected nine observer sites along the east coast of Australia (Figure 1) Loingsigh et al., 2010] where dust storm classifications are based on strict visibility criteria rarely seen along the Australian east coast (i.e., <200 m for severe and <1000 m for moderate dust storms), airport METAR observers can record the passage of a dust storm independently of a visibility threshold. As a result, METAR observers tend to report dust more frequently and for longer duration (in active events) than SYNOP observers. In this study, we restricted the number of observations analyzed to those characterized as dust "storms" by the observers, with visibility values less than 5 km. We found that these dates corresponded well to published LEB dust storm dates in the literature [e.g., Bullard et al., 2008; O'Loingsigh, 2009; De Deckker et al., 2008 .
Dust Source Sectors
Numerous studies have been published on Australian dust storms during the Millennium Drought, and some of these contain useful, but incomplete, information on the locations of sources. We found that the most detailed studies were by Bullard et al. [2008] [Baddock et al., 2009] . To facilitate analysis we grouped these source point data into six broad regions (or sectors) covering the LEB as well as central South Australia and the Mallee-Riverina agricultural region of Victoria and New South Wales, with the latter two lying outside of the LEB ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). These sectors of frequent dust emission are confirmed in longer-term assessments of wind erosion intensity produced from meteorological records by McTainsh and Pitblado [1987] and a multiyear analysis of Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer aerosol index [Prospero et al., 2002] or MODIS dust products [Ginoux et al., 2012] . A similar approach of establishing broad-scale source sectors has been adopted for trajectory-based dust event source analysis in North Africa [Escudero et al., 2006] and in the Middle East [Givehchi et al., 2013] .
The Millennium Drought was experienced across all of eastern Australia and not just within the LEB or its neighboring source regions as defined in this study. As such, many of the agricultural or pastoral regions lying between the LEB and the eastern coast of Australia also had the potential to contribute additional suspended soil to dust events that originated in the LEB [see, for example, De Deckker et al., 2014] . However the potential of any contribution to LEB-sourced dust events from eroding surfaces upwind and downwind of the designated source sectors is not considered in this study. Accurately accounting for additional dust emission from agricultural or rangeland locations downwind of the major LEB sources is problematic. Remote sensing is limited for instance by the fact that once a large plume is visible in the imagery, it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify any additional entrainment occurring under that plume [Lee et al., 2012; O'Loingsigh et al., 2015b] . Meteorological observers may also have reduced line of sight to the surrounding landscape and are therefore less likely to accurately comment on the relative contribution of their immediate local area to the passing dust storm. Furthermore, even if observers had a clear line of sight to the local surroundings (up to 50 km by WMO standards), a passing severe dust storm with visibility <200 m would make it difficult for the observer to determine what contribution the local surface might be making to the dust storm. Finally, sampling instruments designed to monitor the ambient dust concentration cannot differentiate between locally sourced dust and dust passing through from upwind sources, as shown for instance in the lower LEB by Baddock et al. [2015] . It is therefore beyond the scope of this study to consider any possible additional dust contribution occurring from surfaces located downwind of the source sectors yet upwind of the nine coastal observer sites.
Some dust source sectors, such as the Mallee-Riverina in Figure 1 , represent a region that can act both as a dust source in its own right, or a region capable of contributing sediment to dust storms that originated further west and upwind, in the LEB. For more northerly observer sites on the coast, especially in Queensland, only large-scale dust storms generated in the LEB typically by strong cold front episodes can provoke the sort of visibility attenuation resulting in dust "storm" status being recorded at the coast by METAR observers. Localized dust storms, for example, like those formed by thunderstorm downdraughts in central South Australia, western New South Wales, or Queensland are spectacular and can be reported by several observer stations at the same time, but these do not persist to be detected along the coast. Suspended dust from those localized inland downdraught dust storms is unlikely to reach
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the coast, or does so usually in the form of dust haze, a type of diffuse dust event deliberately excluded by the use of dust storm observations in this study.
Trajectory Modeling
In this study, we used the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model to create dust transport climatologies based on all the dust arrival times identified in the METAR record [Draxler and Hess, 1998 ]. The use of HYSPLIT to investigate dust transport is now well established in the literature [e.g., Gassó and Stein, 2007; Rivera Rivera et al., 2010; Uno et al., 2009; Neff and Bertler, 2015] , and a comprehensive review of the utility and mechanics of the model has been provided in a recent 30 year perspective [Stein et al., 2015] . The input meteorological data set used in this study was the mesoscale version of the ABM Limited Area Prediction System (LAPS) [Puri et al., 1998 ], known as MesoLAPS. The MesoLAPS model was run twice daily with a horizontal grid resolution of 0.125°(approximately 12.5 × 12.5 km for Australia) and for 29 vertical layers (10 m to 20 km altitude). Using these data, 72 h long back trajectories were created to depart from the observer sites every 3 h from January 2000 to December 2009. The 72 h trajectory runs were found to be a duration sufficient to link coastal receptor sites to source regions but short enough so that inaccuracies associated with trajectory length were limited as much as possible [e.g., Stohl, 1998 ]. Trajectories were run for five starting altitudes (50, 100, 500, 1000, and 2000 m above ground level). The maximum analysis height was 2000 m based on findings by Leys et al. [2011] and McGowan and Soderholm [2012] , who reported that the Red Dawn dust plume reached an altitude of 1500-2000 m as it crossed the coast. There are few plume height estimations for any of the other dust storms analyzed in this study so we ran trajectories at all five heights for all events. In total, we produced 40 trajectories per site per day (5 heights × 8 threehourly model time steps) or a total of 1.26 million trajectories across the 9 sites between 2000 and 2009.
Cross-Referencing Between Observer Sites and Source Sectors
After the source sector, the METAR and then HYSPLIT data sets were established; these elements were crossreferenced to each other. Of the 1.26 million backward trajectories arriving at five heights for each of the nine receptors in 2000-2009, only those coinciding with METAR dust observation times were retained for further analysis of dust transport characteristics. These trajectories, explicitly associated with dust, were then spatially cross-referenced with the source sectors to establish their relationship with the LEB and the regions they were most likely to originate from. Trajectories were linked to sources using a Python script, which analyzed each path to determine whether any of the 3 hourly iterations of the dusty trajectories occurred within one or more of the source sectors.
For the frequency analysis of the dust-associated trajectories, the nature of LEB sources and the boxes used to represent them meant that trajectories often crossed more than one source region. For example, a dusty trajectory arriving in Brisbane may have passed over both the neighboring North Simpson dunes and neighboring Channel Country regions en route to being detected at the coast (Figure 1 ). In cases when two or more source regions were crossed by a trajectory, we assumed that (a) the dust would come from at least one of the sources and (b) contributions to the dust plume most likely came from all the source regions the trajectory crossed. These assumptions are underpinned by the fact that based on our analysis of the literature, (i) all six source regions were active during the 2000-2909 Millennium Drought, (ii) all trajectories analyzed were known to be associated with dust (METAR analysis), and (iii) there were no other source surfaces upwind (west) or downwind (east) of the identified source regions with a potential to emit plumes of sufficient magnitude to cause observers at the coast to record dust storms. These assumptions are further legitimized by the fact that in large-scale dust events, many parts of the landscape can be seen to be actively emitting over broad areas; thus, multiple source surfaces may well be contributing dust in individual storms [Gillette, 1999; Bullard et al., 2008; O'Loingsigh, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2010] , especially during an extensive, decade-long drought. For analysis purposes, therefore, if a trajectory crossed two or more source boxes, it was counted as one overpass for each source.
Results and Discussion
General Characteristics of Dust Trajectories
Across the 9 eastern Australia observer sites there were 193 METAR dust observations in total for the study period, reported on 51 different dust days. Of these, 160 observations (82.9% of trajectories) over 45 days (88.2% of days) could be traced back to 1 or more of the 6 identified source sectors (Figure 2 ). Of the remaining 33 dust observations, where trajectories did not connect to a source, 20 occurred on days when same-day trajectories run at a different time to the dust arrival did successfully link to a source sector. This indicated that the dust event detected on those days was most likely linked to the LEB but that the trajectory modeling result may not have been synchronized with observations of dust at the sites. Only 13 (6.7%) observations were associated with trajectories that did not track back to any of the source sectors on the date of the dust storm. The majority of these were recorded in Cairns on 24 October 2002, the day after one of the largest dust storms that decade De Deckker et al., 2008] . On that particular day, it was extremely likely that Cairns observers were recording recirculating dust in relatively long-term suspension (haze) that had been drawn in from the Coral Sea , but which had originated in the LEB at a time longer than the 72 h trajectories used in this study.
The majority of dust storms reaching the east coast from 2000 to 2009 occurred during the austral spring months of September, October, and November (Figure 2 ), especially from October 2002 and September 2009 when large dust storms occurred De Deckker et al., 2008 . Dust storms in Australia are most common in spring and summer months [McTainsh and Leys, 1993; McTainsh et al., 1998 ], but this is characteristic of central Australia where total dust storm frequency is highest. For dust storms to reach the east coast, hundreds of kilometers from the primary sources in the LEB, strong wind conditions associated with cold fronts are required [Ekström et al., 2004; Strong et al., 2011] . Ekström et al. [2004] explain that during austral spring months these cold fronts are able to penetrate over the southeast corner of the continent and carry dust from the LEB to the coast, but during the subsequent summer months, large 
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high-pressure cells typically dominate over the Great Australian Bight, preventing fronts from penetrating inland over Australia [Sturman and Tapper, 2006] . This phenomenon is noticeable in the METAR records where frequency of events reaching the coastal observers is less in the December, January, and February, summer period compared to spring (Figure 2) .
By cross-referencing the METAR dates and times of dust arrival, the HYSPLIT trajectories run at different heights from observer sites, and the successful linkage of a path back to a source sector, a total of 1086 trajectories were identified for analysis across all observer sites. Each airport observer site experienced between 4 (Cairns) and 13 (Sydney) dust storm days in the decade, and the majority of receptor sites were connected to source sectors most frequently by midlevel trajectories arriving at 500 or 1000 m above ground level (Table 2) .
Of the 45 dust storm days that were found to connect to the LEB source sectors, 12 were dates when dust was recorded at more than one of the receptor sites, and 33 had dust observed only at a single location. The spatial distribution of dust observation is exemplified by the fact that a large dust storm on 22-23 October 2002 (described in detail by McTainsh et al. [2005] and De Deckker et al. [2008] ) was recorded at between two and five of the nine coastal sites and that dust during the 8 day period of broad-scale dust storm activity from 22 to 29 September 2009 was recorded at between two and six of the sites, depending on the day. The major 23 September 2009 Red Dawn dust storm for instance was seen in the METAR records at six of the sites. The results further reveal that dust storm days detected at the more northern observer sites were more likely to have also been detected at the other sites. For example, none of the 4 days of dust observation for Rockhampton and Cairns were unique to those cities, and only around 10% of Townsville's dust days were unique to that city (Table 2 ) (for locations, refer to Figure 1 ). Conversely, sites located south of the New South Wales and Queensland border (>30°S) were more likely to experience dust days not detected elsewhere along the coast. In Melbourne, for instance, none of the 10 dust storm days recorded there during the decade coincided with dust storm observations from any of the other selected observer sites, a characteristic that is discussed later.
Source Apportioning of Dust Trajectories
The six source sectors combine to cover an area of approximately 1.0 × 10 6 km 2 (Table 1) . To refine the analysis of the trajectories summarized in Table 2 , we cross-referenced the dust trajectory data spatially with the six regions. A simple frequency plot identifies a role for the major ephemeral lake systems that are recognized as prominent dust sources, with the Lake Eyre-South Simpson sector linked to over 15% of trajectories (Figure 3) . A notable contribution is the smaller one from the North Simpson, a sector dominated by mainly vegetation-stabilized linear dunes. While this sector was linked to <10% of trajectories, this provides evidence that the sector did behave as a dust-contributing land surface to some extent. Active dune fields are typically not regarded as intense emitters due to their lack of dust-sized sediment [Prospero et al., 2002] , but remote sensing and field evidence from the Simpson have previously shown that sedimentological and environmental [Bullard et al., 2008; Strong et al., 2010] .
The greatest frequency of nearly 30% of dust-associated trajectories passed over the Queensland Channel Country on their way to the coast, while nearly 19% were linked to the South Strzelecki desert (Figure 3 ). While some insights about the contribution by source during the Millennium Drought can be made from Figure 3 , a consequence of the fact that trajectories in this analysis can be associated with multiple source sectors is the implication that sectors on the downwind side of the general westerly flow are likely to have a greater frequency of trajectories associated with them as dust transits through them. This will in part explain the highest frequencies of trajectories seen for the Queensland Channel Country and the South Strzelecki desert in Figure 3 (sectors 2 and 4 in Figure 1 ). While these sectors, and the Mallee-Riverina, are the dominant transit regions for dust following its emission from upwind sources such as Lake Eyre North, the widespread erodibility of the LEB and Mallee during the Millennium Drought however (discussed in section 2.4) provides a high confidence that surfaces in the downwind source sectors will also likely have contributed when wind speeds exceeded emission thresholds during dust events. The southern Strzelecki lake systems for instance were highly active throughout 2003 [Bullard et al., 2008 , such that there can be confidence that the results here reflect the broad-scale provenancing of dust to the receptor sites through the decade, even if number of trajectories cannot be used to estimate magnitude of source activity.
While the broad source contributions are revealed in Figure 3 , the actual frequency of the dust-associated trajectories by height, receptor, and source is shown in Figure 4 . The source sector analysis shows that dust storms detected at the coastal Queensland observer sites (north of 30°S) had a strong link with the Queensland Channel Country, irrespective of what other source region the dust may have been emitted from (Figure 4 ). This is not altogether surprising based on the form of the dust trajectories to these sites ( Figure 5 , discussed later), plus the likelihood of dust passing through the Channel Country from source sectors further west. Although the Channel Country region is subject to intermittent flooding [McTainsh et al., 1999; Costelloe et al., 2003] , which causes periodic responses in soil moisture and vegetation cover that reduce dust entrainment, during dry conditions such as those of the Millennium Drought, fine alluvial sediments become available for emission [McTainsh et al., 1999; Bullard et al., 2008] . This region can be seen to be an important potential source of dust transport to inhabited regions north of 30°S and therefore toward the Great Barrier Reef. In Rockhampton there is a stronger relationship of trajectories from the Lake Eyre and South Simpson sector at lower arrival heights (50-500 m), while source sectors further south, such as the Lakes Torrens-Gairdner or Mallee-Riverina regions, better connect to this receptor site at higher arrival altitudes. This demonstrates how longer trajectory lengths associated with faster airflow at higher levels is better linked to those sources at greater upwind distances [McGowan and Clark, 2008a] (Figure 4 ).
The contribution from the northern Simpson desert and the neighboring Queensland Channel Country region is much reduced south of 30°S (e.g., Coffs Harbour), with the South Strzelecki desert emerging as the dominant source for more southerly receptors along with the Lake Eyre and Torrens-Gairdner regions (Figure 4) . In Sydney, the main source of dust arriving at or below 100 m is the South Strzelecki, joined by the Mallee-Riverina and Lakes Torrens-Gairdner sectors for dust arrival at higher altitude (>500 m). In Canberra, the effect of the mixed dust arrivals in the form of both prefrontal northerly and postfrontal westerly flows shown in Figure 5 is noticeable. At lower altitudes (<500 m; Figure 4 ) the main source remains 
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the Channel Country, with this lower level flow associated with prefrontal northerlies along the leading edge of the front, advecting dust southward to Canberra Baddock et al., 2015] . As fronts approach Canberra and frontal westerly winds exert more influence on airflow at higher altitudes, the effect can be seen as sources further afield (Mallee-Riverina and Lakes Torrens-Gairdner regions) become the dominant source for dust arriving at or above 500 m. Dust impacting Melbourne is nearly entirely sourced from the 
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Mallee-Riverina region (Figure 4 ). This is not surprising due to the proximal location of Melbourne in relation to that source region and the fact that nearly all reported dust storms reaching this city were seen to do so on north and northwest winds ( Figure 5 ).
The Role of Wind Systems
The previous section began to show how particular wind systems were responsible for transporting LEB dust to the east coast, based on the arrivals at certain receptors from different sources during the Millennium Drought. However, considerably more detailed inferences about the wind patterns driving dust transport in eastern Australia are provided for the period when the individual trajectories for each receptor site are examined ( Figure 5 ). Arrivals by source are quantified in Table 2 and Figure 4 . Figure 5 illustrates the source sectors associated with different trajectories, with the modeled paths colored according to the source boxes they passed over. If two source sectors were crossed by the same trajectory (e.g., Lake Eyre and the Southern Simpson lakes (Red) and the South Strzelecki desert (Yellow)), the trajectory blends both colors (e.g., orange).
Overall, Figure 5 shows that during the 2000-2009 Millennium Drought, the trajectories that took dust from the emissive center of the continent to the east coast are typical of cold front-induced dust storms over the eastern half of the continent. In general terms, the established conceptual model for the region originally described by Sprigg [1982] , that the passage of frontal systems can result in dust transported by three wind systems: prefrontal northerlies, frontal westerlies or postfrontal southerlies, holds in the light of the present evidence. The influence of these latter two winds has been taken to contribute to an overall Southeast Dust Pathway for eastern Australia. Figure 5 however provides significant new detail of dust paths. From our data set, here we show that the original Southeast Dust Path can actually be subdivided for the Millennium Drought into three dust paths, which become evident on moving up the east Australian coast from south to north in Figure 5 . Below 35°S, prefrontal northerlies transport dust south within the Southern Dust Path, as evidenced at the Melbourne receptor site. The Southern Dust Path appears to be quite narrow to the south coast of Victoria as indicated by 100% of Melbourne's dust event days being unique to that city (Table 2 ).
In the 35°S to 30°S latitudinal zone (Canberra and Sydney receptor sites; Figure 5 ) the influence of the prefrontal northerlies weakens in favor of the frontal westerlies as the Eastern Dust Path is entered. The Eastern Dust Path also becomes wider as moving north up the southeastern seaboard, as indicated by 71.5% of Canberra's dust days being unique to that city and 61.5% of those at Sydney (Table 2 ). In the 30°S to 25°S latitudinal zone (Coffs Harbour to Brisbane), frontal westerlies become clearly the dominant dust-transporting wind systems, representing the main course of the Eastern Dust Path, as evidenced at these two receptor sites. The Eastern Dust Path can also be seen to widen as we move north, with 50% of Coffs Harbour's dust days being unique to that city and only 28.6% of those at Brisbane (Table 2) .
North of 25°S (Rockhampton and other more northern receptor sites) postfrontal south westerlies become the dominant dust-transporting wind systems as we enter the North East Dust Path. Above 20°S (Townsville and Cairns) the southwesterly winds become southerly then southeasterly as the dust plumes of the North East Dust Path pass offshore and recirculate back onshore along the far north Queensland coast. Essentially, this split in trajectory behavior occurring north and south of 25°S represents a point of bifurcation for dust transported to the eastern side of Australia out of the emissive center. In retrospect, this bifurcation of east Australian dust plumes was clearly apparent in satellite imagery of the 23 October 2002 dust storm analyzed by McTainsh et al. [2005] , and the significance of the northern arm of this bifurcation was interpreted by Mackie et al. [2008] as possibly reflecting a separate dust path. Similarly, the recirculation of dust plumes back onshore during the same dust event was shown by Chan et al. [2005] , who recorded the arrival of dust from an easterly direction at Mackay (21°S) during October 2002. Onshore dust trajectories were also shown north of Cairns by Bui et al. [2015] . As a result of this recirculation and the increasing distance from source, the North East Dust Path is a much wider dust path than the two dust paths seen further south, with only <27% of dust event days being unique to the four northern cities (Table 2) .
While the focus of this study is dust transport from source to coast, our findings concerning the dust exit routes from the continent offer some useful insights for longer-range transport of Australian dust, for instance the eastern pathway associated with dust export to New Zealand [Marx et al., 2005] , and the potential of dust delivery to marine systems. In particular, our division between the three dust paths provides important
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indicators for the exit of dusts from different source areas with different mineral and sedimentological characteristics being deposited into oceanic systems [Cropp et al., 2013] . Shaw et al. [2008] describe a possible phytoplankton response to dust deposition in the Great Barrier Reef, postulated to be driven by dust from what we now know to be the North East Dust Path. Similarly, Gabric et al. [2015] described another potential response of phytoplankton to dust deposition in the here-defined Eastern Dust Path over the Tasman Sea. The potential for dust-induced phytoplankton blooms in the Southern Ocean [e.g., Boyd et al., 2004] is most likely to occur as a result of the Southern Dust Path.
Conclusions
By examining modeled air parcel movements that are coupled to the specific timing of dust observations at meteorological stations, this study has produced the first long-term study of dust pathways in eastern Australia that combines trajectory modeling with a high confidence that trajectories represent dust transport. The approach has demonstrated the most probable routes of dust to different east coast receptor sites for the 2000-2009 Millennium Drought decade, a heightened period of widespread dust activity in Australia. By linking the trajectories to likely source areas, the work identifies broad-scale linkages between two key elements of the eastern Australian dust cycle, entrainment, and transport of dust, providing insights into the dynamics of this dust region of hemispheric prominence.
The study improves our understanding of Australian dust transport by revealing the variable routing of dust trajectories reaching the east coast and the detail of the pathways that are common to given coastal receptor sites. The Millennium Drought dust storm trajectories clearly reveal the different wind systems responsible for the delivery of dust, along with a strong latitudinal variation in the influence of these winds. The potential for any significant northerly component of dust transport over eastern Australia and the delivery of aeolian inputs to the Coral Sea occurs north of 25°S, driven by postfrontal southwesterly flow. This can be seen as significant evidence for a North East dust pathway that is not adequately considered in existing conceptual models. South of this, trajectories for the study period help better define the northern boundary of the continent's main Southeast Dust Path. This is marked by the flow patterns seen for Brisbane and Coffs Harbour (28°S and 30°S), which shows a dominance of zonally directed arrival paths associated with frontal westerlies, forming an Eastern Dust Path. South of this, the increasing importance of prefrontal northerly flows in contributing to an Australian Southern Dust Path becomes apparent.
The pathways and patterns of dust observation frequency also reveal the greater likelihood of sites south of 30°S to be the sole receptor of dust for a single dust event. This indicates that more spatially discrete events characterize dust outbreaks impacting southern receptors such as Sydney, Canberra, and Melbourne. When locations north of 30°S receive dust, the course of the plumes northward along the coast means dust detection typically occurs at multiple coastal cities on this part of the seaboard.
The upwind portions of the trajectories provide some general information about source activity, including the prominence of the Lake Eyre North-Southern Simpson, Queensland Channel Country, and MalleeRiverina source regions through the Millennium Drought, but limited benefits for understanding dust raising processes, as trajectories offer no representation of magnitude of source emission. Of more interest is the linking of sources to the coast, such as the clear relationship existing between the Mallee source and Melbourne, or the Channel Country and receptors north of 25°S. This demonstrates how the fine sediment characteristics of specific sources are likely to be preferentially delivered along different pathways, and by extension, to different marine environments (e.g., Mallee to Southern Ocean and Channel Country to Coral Sea).
Overall, this work has shown the effectiveness of an approach led by meteorological observation in producing a dust trajectory climatology for a specific period of time representing significant dust activity in Australia. Future work can employ the approach used here to further consider trajectories in conjunction with synoptic data sets to understand the specific weather systems responsible for activating the different dust pathways, e.g., those resulting in recirculation of dust over the Great Barrier Reef. Furthermore, having focused on dust receptor points on the east coast, consideration of the principal pathway to the northwest of the continent can next build a complete picture of the dust transport system for the whole Australian continent.
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